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“With tea and hot chocolate continuing to suffer from
competition from coffee and soft drinks, brands in these

categories need to look to new formats and more variety to
tempt younger people who have a wide repertoire of

drinks. ”
– Richard Caines, Senior Food and Drink Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Focus on health and wellbeing benefits will encourage trading up
• New formats and more variety will help hot drink brands grow sales
• Ethical considerations warrant continuing attention

The tea, hot chocolate and malted drinks market continues to suffer from competition from coffee and
soft drinks. The hot summer weather particularly impacted tea sales in 2018, with volumes down 3%
and the value of the market dipping by 0.6% to £645 million. The hot chocolate and malted drinks
category saw an even stepper decline in sales, continuing the long-term trend.

This continuing decline in sales highlights the need for brands in these categories to look to new
formats and more variety to increase frequency of drinking and encourage trading up to grow sales.
Products focused on health and wellbeing, those targeting different needs at different times of the day,
more cold versions of hot drinks and pods are some of the opportunity areas for boosting growth.
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Figure 55: Attitudes towards tea and other hot drinks, May 2019
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